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MD’S M ESSAG E

Dear friend and member of the Century family,
Amidst all the roller-coaster rides of last year, heartening stories of hope and courage
continued to emerge. Our Century Real Estate team is one such big family whose
incredible and inspiring contribution has taken the Company to newer heights. My
heartfelt thanks to everyone for their amazing commitment in keeping themselves and
others safe, while helping us continue our operations, serve our customers, and support
our partners.
FY22 was another strong year for Century Real Estate, with the company selling out 72%
of the saleable inventory, as well as setting numerous records in business. We also
achieved 22% y-o-y rise in overall net sales and 48% y-o-y rise in collections. Century
Real Estate has recently been certified as Great Place to WorkTM, which is again a true
testimony of all departments collaborating, planning and delivering together.
Our sustenance projects saw great movement in terms of bookings. Century Seasons
sold out 98% of the available inventory and saw close to 40% appreciation, since launch.
Century Horizon has now over 80% of the inventory sold out, with momemtum coming in
the form of its rapid construction progress. Century Breeze too, is nearly sold out. This
project has received every home buyer’s appreciation, for it’s construction quality,
vision and execution. The OC for Blocks A and B have been applied; with receipt of the
Fire NOC for the same.
Of the many accolades and milestones we've achieved in the year, perhaps the most
memorable one would be Century Ethos emerging as the No.1 selling luxury
apartment project in North Bengaluru, with bookings clocking over `200 cr. in its
category, as per the data from Ressex, Liases Foras (FY 2021-22)#. We have also been
awarded the ‘Emerging Developer of the Year - Commercial’ at the ET Business
Excellence 2022, while our development ‘Century Ethos’ bagged the ‘Excellence In
Luxury Project - Residential’ award.
We started the year by organizing a Business Partner Meet with a large ‘UNRAVELLING’
of multiple opportunities, a fitting sequel to another path-breaking year - attended by
over 450 partners. We also opened the gates of Club Cobalt at Century Ethos with a
vibrant Mediterranean themed afternoon. With live music, curated global cuisine, and a
litany of fun activities, the city’s premium citizens saw Club Cobalt coming alive.
The luxury housing market is witnessing a sizeable growth in demand, buoyed by the
general tendency to shift to healthier lifestyles, a need for world-class amenities, and
larger preference for wellness features. As we look at 2022 with excitement and hope,
let’s also keep ourselves safe and secure with timely vaccinations and maintain safety
protocols. A powerful lesson that the pandemic taught us was to preserve fortitude, stay
resilient and take care of our fellow citizens in the best extent possible.
Together, we stand stronger.
Wishing you a great year ahead.
Warm regards,
P Ravindra Pai
MD, Century Real Estate

#'Luxury apartment' segment defined as units priced over INR 2 cr.
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I NDU ST RY & MA R K E T TR E N D S

LUXURY HOUSING WITNESSING HIGH DEMAND IN INDIA
India’s luxury real estate sector has steadily surged into
consideration to emerge as an investor’s favourite. This asset
segment has made a very strong comeback, after the abatement
of several phases of the pandemic. The growing demand for larger
homes, providing more engagement with family, and thus, deeper
wellness quotients, is a well-ackowledged fact. The utilitarian
value of a home today permeates beyond the obvious association
with a great investment; it also demonstrates an affinity towards
inclusivity, wellness and thoughtfulness. Customers are now drawn
to the resort-like comfort, convenience, and amenities these
luxury projects offer and are willing to spend more to associate
these comforts with their families.

Even the `3 to `4 cr. ticket size has seen an excellent off-take
over the past two years. A trend not only restricted to Bengaluru,
but also seen across India.
The digital boom, which has recently pervaded the real estate
sector to a larger extent - has also contributed substantially to
the booming luxury market. The modern, working and tech-savvy
individuals in metro cities are the target customers of luxury real
estate developers. Trends show that the growing preference of
Gen Next towards investing in luxury properties as well as asset
classes such as land in prime growth-prone locations - has
helped the market make major strides. The latest digital tools
deployed by developers, particularly post-pandemic, have made
it easier for the millennial buyer to scout, choose and buy
properties. While the sales process warrants evaluation of all
financial options available to buyers, the ease of navigating a
product digitally – makes the home and buyer exchange more
dynamic, interactive and interesting.

As per a recent Consumer Sentiment Survey, 34% of respondent
home-seekers are focusing on properties valued between `90
lakh and `2.5 cr. The majority of NRI respondents preferred
luxury properties with a price range of `1.5 cr. to `2.5 cr. Key
attributes towards consideration within these price brackets
were location, social infrastructure, amenities and the size of
one’s home. Following the pandemic, the industry is witnessing
strong demand from Grade-A players for plots in the sub `1 cr.
to `1.25 cr. price bracket.

* CII-ANAROCK Survey, 2022.
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COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE – THE PREFERRED CHOICE AMONG NRI INVESTORS
India’s commercial real estate market has been exponentially growing following the pandemic, in some cases breaching pre-pandemic
levels. The ever-increasing demand from occupiers from multiple industries has been augmenting the growth of the commercial real
estate sector in India. While real estate has been one of the preferred investment segments for non-resident Indians (NRIs), a new
report has claimed that millennial NRIs are keen on investing in the commercial segment.
The Neo-Realty Survey by MYRE Capital has assessed the investment appetite of around 5,000 NRIs across 13 countries. The report
claimed that around 53% of the NRI investors choose Commercial Real Estate (CRE) as their favourite investment over ETFs (21%),
Mutual Funds (19%), etc while the average ticket size was `38 lakh., and Bengaluru is the top choice for NRI investment. It noted that
growth drivers among NRI investors for CRE include passive income for family, portfolio diversification, lack of other safe alternatives,
and tax-efficient returns, among others.
While 22% of the NRIs preferred Bengaluru for investment, 18% favoured Mumbai, 17% Pune, 9% Chennai, and 8% Delhi. The report
also indicated that 44% opted for investment in office spaces, 23% preferred schools, 20% retail, and 13%, warehouses.

RESIDENTIAL MARKET ON A STRONG FOOT, FRESH SUPPLY SOARS 43% ACROSS 6 CITIES,
2 BEDS MOST PREFERRED CONFIGURATION.
Residential sales momentum is expected to continue in 2022 as prospective homebuyers’ preferences for bigger homes, better
amenities and attractive pricing will keep them interested to book early. According to a report by Square Yards, fresh housing supply
rose 43% quarter-on-quarter (QoQ) across six cities during January-March to around 80,000 units. According to the data, the MMR
contributed 35% of the total new launches during the same quarter. Hyderabad's share in total launches stood at 25%, followed by Pune
(17%), Bengaluru (16%), Gurugram (5%) and Noida (2%).
The first quarter of 2022 recorded a 42% share of the total online searches for 2 bed units, a rise of 3% compared to Q4 2021. The
demand for 3 bed homes dropped slightly. However, this shift seems to be completely transient. The most probable reason for this
seems to be the tendency of home buyers to go for properties within the affordable to the mid-segment range to avoid any further delay
in bookings as speculations of a price hike across property markets are gaining momemtum, the report stated.

CO-WORKING SPACES – AN EMERGING HYBRID OFFICE
SPACE MODEL

Representative image

The past two years have witnessed a steady rise in hybrid
working models leading to flexible workspaces gaining
higher preference over traditional models. Large
organizations and enterprises have turned to flexible
workspaces to provide them with hybrid, cost-effective and
agile business solutions, as they relook at their real estate
requirements.
The share of co-working spaces in office absorption across
top seven cities has witnessed the highest growth among
all office segments, up from 5% in FY21 to 13% in FY22. The
average office rentals stood at `76 per sq. ft. per month
across the top 7 cities. MMR is the most expensive market,
with `126 per sq. ft. per month rentals, followed by
Bengaluru and NCR at `78 per sq. ft. per month each.

In the uncertain times created by the pandemic, businesses want to remain flexible on most cost components. In this turn of planning
patterns, the co-working sector will benefit as the pandemic reinforces the need for agility like never before.
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EX PERT SPE A K

PUSHPAK PUSEGAONKAR
Chief Operating Officer

WHAT SHOULD HOMEBUYERS DO WHILE HOUSING PRICES AND
RAW MATERIAL PRICES CONTINUE TO RISE?
Input prices have witnessed a substantial increase (between 30-100 %)
due to factors such as commodity price escalations due to conflict in
Europe, post-pandemic demand fluctuations, rise in fuel costs, and
supply chain disruptions. Construction costs have also witnessed
around 15-20% price increase in bulk and finishing items. Due to the
price increases and multiple work disruptions, the availability of
continuous labour force has also become critical and therefore, led to
an increase in labour charges as well. Given the increase in input costs,
land prices, and the resultant impact of the pandemic on the cashflow
cycle, a 10-15% increase in property prices is expected in the next two
quarters.
So, what can homebuyers do? It’s simple – secure a home now. Purchasing a home is the biggest decision that most people make
in their lifetime. If you have found your ideal home, it’s critical to act now because home pricing is subject to multiple internal and
external factors, including global trends and disruptions. All the external cues point towards an inflationary trend. Furthermore, the
change in RBI policy leading to the increase in EMI rates means that it is advisable to secure your dream home today.
For millennials looking to enter the property market, it’s important to identify projects that can provide price appreciation, a resale
option, and suit their transient lifestyle. Excellent connectivity, diverse amenities, and product specifications are some other key
differentiating factors to look out for in today’s market. A great way for millennials to invest in the current land market is by
investing in branded plots, which provide the necessary inflationary hedge as well as the freedom to construct a house at a later
stage. With thorough research, a plot from a reputed developer can also provide high appreciation returns, which are a good
counter to the rising prices.
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MAKING HOUSING AFFORDABLE FOR ALL
In recent decades, India has experienced rapid urbanisation, resulting in a major expansion of the key metros. However, due to the
scarcity of low-cost land, rising construction prices, and slim profit margins, the urban housing shortage has grown to beyond 2
million and needs focused attention. Further, majority of demand for housing is in the affordable segment, which requires a rethink
on fundamental parameters.
Given the gravity of the situation, it’s clear that now is the time to make housing affordable and accessible to all. Quality affordable
housing will combat the challenges of urbanisation, provide safe and hygienic quality living conditions to all sections of society,
improve the overall health of citizens, and result in job creation. Considering the growing rate of urbanisation and migration to
cities, it is critical for the central and state governments to devise ways to build faster and cheaper.
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CENTURY IN ME D I A

Century Real Estate announced that it has achieved its highest ever sales and collections in FY22. With net
sales growing 22% YoY, the company has registered a 48% growth in collections this year owed to the record
pace of construction in new projects, older projects nearing delivery, and strong buyer confidence.
Its flagship luxury project, Century Ethos, witnessed an 81% increase in sales and a 255% increase in
collections from the last financial year. The development has seen consistently high demand even with a price
increase of 10% in Q4. In the plotted development segment, Century Real Estate has seen massive demand
with its Century Seasons and Century Greens Phase II selling out within two quarters of their launch.
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AWAR D S WO N B E T W E E N F E BRUARY AN D MAY 2022
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OU R M AG NIF IC E N T P RO J E C TS COMING ALIVE

CENTURY ETHOS: AN URBAN MARVEL, PROGRESSING TOWARDS COMPLETION.
A quarter of remarkable news for Century Ethos. Taking marvellous form is the 50,000 sq. ft. clubhouse, Club Cobalt, a sight to behold
with its grand lobby, co-working spaces, AV room, crèche, pre-banquet, and 100-seater banquet hall. A large section is already
operational, with parts of the clubhouse and a dedicated kitchen, live and buzzing.
Not surprisingly, Century Ethos also became the ‘Highest Selling Luxury Project of North Bangalore’^ for 2021-22, a milestone closely
following on the heels of sizeable investment by Hong Kong based Pragati Asia Fund. The outstanding sales was buoyed by investor
confidence and an exclusive community of premier residents.
A new Century Ethos brochure, with brand new photographs, was recently released. As also a human feature series – ‘Humans of
Ethos’, narrating the stories of the worksmen who crafted this urban marvel.
With 35 residence handovers, constant media outreach, shoots additionally planned for the delivered zones, the outlook is as exciting
as it gets!

Clubhouse entrance

^Source: Ressex, Liases Foras, FY 2021-22.
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Actual shot of the central amenities zone

Temperature-controlled pool

Open to sky courtyard
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Living room

Master bedroom

Dining area

Experience the
show residence.
Scan the QR code
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Contours gym

Yoga and Aerobics studio

Daffodils - Creche

All images shot at location
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CENTURY RENATA:
With Century Renata, the crown jewel of Richmond Road nearly completely sold out, just a couple of the magnificent bare-shell
residences remain. To showcase the modular spaces, Virtual Interior Design themes have been created.
A few snippets from the virtual experience:

Family living room

Foyer

Dining area
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Master bedroom

Scan the QR code
for the virtual experience
Kitchen
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CENTURY BREEZE: THE FINEST OF BLISSFUL INDULGENCES IN JAKKUR. NOW, NEAR READY-TO-MOVE-IN.
This refined lifestyle choice is close to successful completion and with work continuing in full swing; it won’t be long before
this incomparable development in prime Jakkur takes its final form. Residents will soon be able to experience the lavish
lifestyle that Century Breeze has to offer.

View from the amphitheatre

View from the pool

Aerial view from the clubhouse entrance
All images shot at location
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CUSTOMERS RECEIVING THEIR HOMES WITH PRIDE
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ASSO C IAT IO N W I TH O U R E STE E ME D PARTN E R S

CHANNEL PARTNER MEET, APRIL 2022:
Time and again, we have communicated our belief that growth stories are always inclusive to our Channel Partners. We hosted the
first physical Channel Partner meet of this FY and it was attended by 450 partners, where we unraveled a plethora of new
opportunities, and a sequel to another path-breaking year was promised. We felicitated our top performing partners and rolled out
attractive incentive slabs for a stronger and better partnership.
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B LEND ING A B I T O F FU N AT WO R K

MEDITERRANEAN MATINEE - CURATED EXCLUSIVELY FOR THE PATRONS OF CENTURY ETHOS
A day where our patrons got to indulge in global culinary experiences, vibe to live jazz bands and indulge in activities like charcuterie
workshop, ‘make your own pasta’ and zorbing.
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MEDITERRANEAN SOIREE - CURATED EXCLUSIVELY FOR OUR BUSINESS PARTNERS
An evening where the channel partners got to indulge in global culinary experiences, vibe to live music, enjoy a bachata performance
and a drum circle workshop.
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WOMEN'S DAY CELEBRATION - CURATED FOR OUR ASSOCIATES
An evening organized by the men of Century Real Estate to celebrate the spirit of womanhood. The evening started off with great
performances by the men, and was continued by an award ceremony honoring the women by tags given to them by their seniors/
team members.
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NAMMA UGADI MELA - CURATED FOR OUR ASSOCIATES
A day filled with reminiscing childhood memories by playing old school games like Gilli danda, Baguri, Lagori, Chowkobhara, Hopscotch
and painting terracotta masks. Plus, ofcourse, indulging in sumptuous snacks that were distributed at their work stations.
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CENTURY SPORTIFY - CURATED FOR THE PATRONS OF CENTURY SPORTS VILLAGE
A day filled with fun, for the customers of CSV to channel their inner Sachin Tendulkar and enjoy various carnival games, ending with
a session on ‘how to make smoothies’.
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OU R STO RIE S : P R I D E , J OY, G R ATI TU DE .
AND EVE RY T H I NG I N B E T W E E N

A combination of interest
and hard work will take you
a long way.
~SADASHIVAIAH

I come from a small village near Magadi, Karnataka and I never thought I would move to Bengaluru full-time. Growing up, my
family never had a lot of money. I couldn’t complete my education due to unavoidable circumstances, so to support my
family, I set out to look for work outside of my town.
I joined Century Real Estate through a recommendation from a family member. Not too long after, I realised that Century is
a company that I’d like to grow with.
The property I worked closely with was Century Chitrakut. Here I was working as a Store Keeper. I would help keep track
of all the inventory, the raw materials and get them from one place to the other.
After 3 years of working as a Store Keeper I was shifted to work as an office boy at Century Real Estate’s new office - I
would serve coffee, ensure the brochures for the customers were in place, and help coordinate meetings. Of all the titles
I’ve held here - this role has had the most to teach me.
Century Real Estate helped me realise my potential and
harness my interests to put them to good use. When I
finally got assigned to the Marketing Team here, I
realised that all my skills so far have found their way to
this role. Now, I work out of a comfortable office and I
am enjoying working out of a desk.
My passion to build a career, build a life for my family
and do better has given me the life I have today. I feel
accomplished and I am looking forward to all the
opportunities that will come my way in the future.
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CA M PA IG NS T H AT B E NGA LU RU LOVE D

CREATIVES THAT TOLD THE STORY COGENTLY, DRAWING CUSTOMERS TO OUR DEVELOPMENTS.
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One of the most respected and trustworthy
names in the Indian Real Estate industry.

